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1. Introduction
Green Infrastructure is a new term now widely adopted and local councils are required by
the Draft East of England Plan, A Regional Spatial Strategy for the East of England
{EERA, 2004} at Policy Env 1 to:
The emerging East of England Regional Spatial Strategy Policy ENV1 States:

Areas and networks of green infrastructure will be identified, protected, created, extended,
enhanced, managed and maintained throughout the Region to ensure that an improved
and healthy environment is available for the benefit of present and future communities.
This will be particularly important in those areas identified to accommodate the largest
amounts of growth in the region, whether or not officially recognised as such in the
Sustainable Communities Plan.
Green Infrastructure is defined as:

A multifunctional network of green space and linkages, both
publicly accessible and private, including nature reserves,
historic sites, recreation areas, sports pitches, allotments,
cemeteries and waterways.

2. Methodology
Over 50 people attended the first evening Green Infrastructure workshop, with 40% over
50; 44% in the range from 30 to 50 and 16% between 20 and 30. There was some
unhappiness about the GI planning process because it was felt that it was showing
information to the potential developers and increasing the risk of development coming to
the Parish. There were people present who refused to accept the principle of growth and
wanted clear opposition and no compromise. It took some discussion before we could get
agreement to proceed with the workshop.
The aim of the workshop was to:
o Introduce the concept of Green Infrastructure
o Collect thoughts and ideas from the Chalgrave community as to what they would
like to see included in the parish Green Infrastructure Plan.
The number of people present meant that we had over 6 people per table and this
decreased the effectiveness of the workshop technique. Using large base maps and a
series of smaller themed maps participants added information that had been missed and
noted areas of interest, likes or dislikes and potential new GI. After about 35 minutes each
table gave feed back to the whole group.
A proposed GI map was taken back to a second evening workshop when 24 people
attended. The age range was 67% over 50 and 33% between 30 and 50. Comments were
received on the draft GI Plan and actions agreed.
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3. Chalgrave in Context [Map 1]
Chalgrave is an extensive parish of about _ residents that includes the hilltop settlements
of Chalgrave, Tebworth and Wingfield. Tebworth is the largest settlement in the parish with
very little remaining of Chalgrave itself apart from the Manor House and the Church.
The parish is located between the rapidly expanding towns of Leighton-Linslade and
Houghton Regis with the larger village of Toddington immediately to the north of the
parish. Further growth is expected in the area as part of the Governments Sustainable
Communities Plan. The parish lies within the administrative area of South Bedfordshire
District Council but abuts Mid Bedfordshire District Council to the northwest. It is separated
from Leighton-Linslade by the parishes of Hockliffe and Eggington. Though it lies adjacent
to the parish of Houghton Regis, the northeast of this parish is still rural in character and
includes the hamlet of Thorn.
The underlying geology is Gault Clay overlain with Boulder Clay, Glacial Gravels and
Valley Gravels.
4. Landscape [Map2]
Chalgrave parish is situated on a group of small clay hills lying between the hilly ground of
the Toddington area and the Greensand Ridge to the north and west, and the low-lying
Gault Clay vale to the south and east. It has extensive views in places towards the
Chilterns in the south and towards Leighton Buzzard in the west.
Much of the landscape consists of gently rolling or hilly farmland. Extensive areas of
permanent pastureland divided into small hedged fields with extensive ridge and furrow
are present in parts of the parish, especially to the north of Tebworth and around
Wingfield. The parish is very open in nature though a number of small areas of woodland
are present in the east of the parish near Chalgrave Golf Course and Chalgrave Manor.
The small floodplain of the Clipstone Brook forms the northwestern boundary of the Parish
and a number of smaller spring fed streams run through the area, often lined with old
pollard willows. One or two small areas of spring fed wet marsh has survived in the
northwest corner of the parish.
The Landscape Characterisation of Bedfordshire identifies most of the parish as part of the
Toddington component of the Settled and Farmed Clay Hills. The eastern fringes lie within
the Eaton Bray and Barton-Le-Clay components of the Settled and Farmed Clay Vales
with a small area within the Houghton Regis-North Luton component of the Rolling Chalk
Farmland. The full extracts are attached at Annex A.
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5. Biodiversity. [Map 3]
Chalgrave parish has extensive areas of semi-improved neutral grassland in small fields
with thick hedgerows. Although much of this is likely to have experienced agricultural
improvement in the past it is still an important area of lowland meadow a nationally
important BAP Habitat. Numerous springs arise, especially at the junction of the Glacial
Gravel and Gault Clay and in some cases these feed small areas of marsh and fen that
support species such as Ragged Robin and Marsh Marigold. The most important area of
this habitat in the parish is Tebworth Meadow that is of great ecological interest and has
been identified as a County Wildlife Site (CWS). Tebworth Marsh SSSI also lies just to the
north of the parish and is the largest of the marshes in this area.
Many of the fields are quite small, especially in the areas of pasture, and divided by
mature hedgerows which support a variety of species such as Hawthorn, Blackthorn, Field
Maple, Elm and Hazel. Mature standard trees of Oak and Ash are present in many of the
hedgerows and provide additional features such as dead wood habitats. There are two
mature black poplars in the Parish – one in a prominent position down the Lane. Small
areas of woodland are present in the east of the parish near Chalgrave Manor, though
none of these are ancient in origin.
The Clipstone Brook running along the northwestern boundary of the parish and the other
streams and ditches in the parish provide valuable corridors of wetland habitats containing
features such as gravel beds, marginal vegetation and old pollard willows. Other wetland
habitats include occasional field and village ponds such as is present at Tebworth.
Badger and brown hare has been recorded in the parish along with a single record of great
crested newt near Tebworth.
6. History [Map 4]
The rich history of this Parish is the subject of a “Bedfordshire Parish Survey” written by
Stephen Coleman and published in 1986 by the County Council – and this brief summary
is taken from that source.
The Roman Watling Street (A5), constructed after the conquest in 43AD, forms part of the
southwestern boundary of the parish but perhaps surprisingly few other Roman remains
have been found. The route of the ancient Thede Way which was already a feature of the
landscape in Saxon times, runs through the south of the parish, parts of which still consist
of a green lane south of Chalgrave Manor where it is known as Featherbed Lane. The
route continues as an unsurfaced green lane eastwards into Chalton parish, and
westwards as parish boundary hedges between the parishes of Hockliffe and Tilsworth.
A charter of 926 describes the boundary of “The Bounds of Chalgrave” and identifies land
called Chalgrave and Tebworth when there was already extensive arable land in the
Parish.
At Domesday the parish was predominantly arable and a small amount of woodland but
significant quantities of valuable meadowland adjacent to the streams and springs.
It seems that there was never a major medieval settlement at Chalgrave, the church being
associated with the Manor. The idea that the village around the church was abandoned at
the time of the Black Death has no substance from the remains of earthworks. There are
13th century parts remaining in the church but at this time the main settlements in the
Parish were known to be at Tebworth and Wingfield and there were common field systems
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associated with both settlements. The extensive areas of ridge and furrow medieval field
systems remaining around Tebworth and Wingfield are a very special feature of the parish.
7. Open Space, Access and Recreation [Map 5]
Chalgrave Parish has an extensive rights of way network and the Icknield Way long
distance footpath runs through Wingfield and past Chalgrave Church. The numerous
footpaths provide plenty of options for circular routes.
The Lane, a minor no-through road that runs north west from the centre of Tebworth is an
important route for safe walking and cycling as well as access to many of the footpaths.
The Parish has an active Parish Paths Partnership [P3] Group.
There are no areas of informal open space in the Parish.
There is a playing field at Wingfield and golf course south of the church at Chalgrave.
8. Minerals
There is no history of large scale mineral extraction in the parish although there are
ancient pits recorded for the extraction of sand, gravel and stone, and clay pits associated
with brickworks.
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9. Introduction to Themed Maps
1) Context Map
2) Biodiversity Map
This map shows the locations of County Wildlife Sites (CWSs) within the parish of
Chalgrave. A CWS is a site that has been recognized as important for wildlife when
assessed against a set of criteria. The selection guidelines consider aspects of the site
such as size, diversity, rarity, fragility, typicalness and recorded history. Designation as a
CWS does not confer protection on the site, or right of access, however for any significant
change of land use the planning authorities will expect the wildlife interest to be taken into
account alongside other normal planning considerations. Local conservation organisations
may comment on planning applications that could affect a CWS. There are no Sites of
Special Scientific Interest, Local Nature Reserves or Roadside Nature Reserves within the
parish, however, Fancott Woods & Meadows SSSI and Dropshort Marsh SSSI are close to
it.
Only designated sites are shown, although there may be other sites within the parish
which are important for wildlife. Green infrastructure planning can help to link or buffer
existing wildlife sites, providing them with increased protection from harmful activities and
making their wildlife populations more sustainable. If you would like further information or
advice about the wildlife in your parish, please contact either Bedfordshire’s County
Ecologist (Tel: 01234 228066 or Email: john.comont@bedscc.gov.uk) or The Wildlife Trust
(Tel: 01234 364213 or Email: Bedfordshire@wildlifebcnp.org). The Bedfordshire and
Luton Biodiversity Recording and Monitoring Centre (BRMC) has a wealth of records
about the species seen in your parish and is beginning to compile habitat data. If you
would like to access this resources please contact them (Tel: 01234 355435 or Email:
brmc@bedsbionet.org.uk).
3) Landscape Map
The landscape map shows the position of contours within your parish. It also has the
areas at risk from a 1% chance flood from a river marked. Contours and flood zones can
be useful when creating green infrastructure corridors.
4) Historic Map
A variety of historic sites are shown on this map. The ridge and furrow areas north of
Tebworth are particularly interesting as they clearly show how enclosures were created on
top of the previous field system. Integrating historic sites into green infrastructure plans
can help to preserve parish history. The numbers next to most of the site boundaries
represent locations in the Historic Environment Record (HER), which is kept at County Hall
in Bedford. The table on the following page gives a brief summary of each numbered site;
more details are available from the HER, along with historic maps of your parish. Due to
the scale of this map only Listed Buildings are shown, however, there are many other
historically important buildings recorded. For advice or further information about historic
areas in your parish please contact the Historic Environment Information Officer at
Bedfordshire County Council (Tel: 01234 228 072 or Email:
Stephen.coleman@bedscc.gov.uk).
5) Open Space, Access and Recreation Map
This map shows the positions of open spaces (e.g. golf courses, recreation grounds or
school playing fields) within your parish. Not all of them are accessible to the public.
Rights of Way are key to providing access to open spaces within green infrastructure
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plans. The rights of way map show was correct for May 2006, subsequent changes are
not shown and there for the location of paths are not guaranteed.
Historic Map Reference Table
Number
HER91
HER721
HER760

Site
Fish Ponds, Chalgrave
Manor Farm
Motte & bailey castle,
Chalgrave Church
Earthworks

HER1874

Medieval earthworks,
Wingfield

HER3516
HER6986

Ridge and Furrow
Holy well, 'Kimberwell'

HER10843

'Thiodweg' ancient
routeway, Yttingaford
(Leighton Buzzard) to
Dray's Ditches
(Streatley)
Iron Age & Roman
occupation
Neolithic/Bronze Age
flint scatter, Turnpike
Farm.
Mesolithic flint(s)

HER15811
HER15814

HER16261
HER16265
HER16266
HER16590

Neolithic/Bronze Age
flint scatter
Roman pottery scatter
Cropmark

HER16592

Cropmark

1419
1438

Roman Intaglio
Roman Occupation

3176
3293
3911
5508
6792

10457
11782

Windmill
Roman Pot
Park & Warren
Watling Street
Stone Pit, Clay Pit &
Brickworks
Roman Pottery
Monument to Enoch
Bennett
Old Road
Pit

11783
11784

Sand Pit
Gravel Pit

11785

Gravel/Stone Pit

11786

Gravel Pit

11787

Pit

7725
8169

Description
Linear series of fishponds in valley adjacent to Manor Farm.
Small circular motte & rectangular bailey, occupied to
12th/13th century. Partly excavated in 1970 before levelling.
?Medieval earthworks surrounding modern village,
representing part of the shrunken medieval village.
Area of earthworks (now ploughed) to the south of
Wingfield, representing part of the shrunken medieval
village.
'Cynbyrge well' mentioned in charter of AD 926. A likely
candidate for votive offerings.
A routeway first recorded in AD 926, but possibly medieval
in origin. Survives as tracks, footpaths or field boundaries
for most of its length within the county, rarely followed by
modern roads.
Large Iron Age & Roman site, with pottery, building stone &
tile.
Large area of fairly dense flint.

Field-walking findspot (not known whether single flint or
scatter).
Field-walking finds.
Field-walking finds.
Sub-square enclosure, abutting the external corner of 2
linear features joining at a right angle.
Small (c.30m) irregular curvilinear enclosure, on northfacing slope of ridge.
Ring found in Old Brook c.1860.
Roman material, including pottery, iron objects, roof tile and
flint cobbles have been found scattered over an area
2
c.600m
Marked on map of 1765 but gone by 1826.

Roman road from London to Chester.
Shown on map surveyed in 1881 but already in operation by
1860s.
rd
Fragment of 3 Century Grey Ware.
Erected c.1902 by his son.
Many documents refer to Bound Way.
The pit post dates the enclosure of the parish in 1800 but
had clearly gone out of use by the 1880s.
Map in 1881 has pit marked.
Public Gravel Pit included in enclosure map of 1797 and
1800.
Public Gravel Pit included in enclosure map of 1797 and
1800.
Public Gravel Pit included in enclosure map of 1797 and
1800.
Feature survives as earthwork cut into ridge and furrow.
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11788
11789

Gravel Pits
?Pits

11790

Quarry

11791
11792

Pit
Pit

11793

Pit

11794
11800

Rifle range
Tollgate

11806
11807

Medieval Windmill
Windmill

11808

Wingfield Green

11809
11813
11816
11814
11820
11959
11963
11965
11970
11972
11975

Green
Well
Godewelle
Bears Well
Chasewell
Blasewell
Linewell
Stockwell
Saw Mill
Great Pond
Earthworks

11976

Dovehouse

11977
11978
11980
11986
11995
12212
14026
14692
16267

Dovehouse
Dovehouse
Medieval Pound/Pinfold
Ancient road
Hut circles
Linear Earthwork
Brickworks
Cropmarks
Iron age & medieval
pottery scatter
Neolithic/ Bronze age
flint scatter
World War I gun site

16268
17861

Of early post-Medieval or Medieval origin.
Large area of disturbance which has largely been ploughed
out.
Apparent in aerial photos in 1976 but back in agricultural
use by 1983.
Earthworks of pit cut into ridge and furrow.
Pit apparent in aerial photographs but has now been
ploughed out.
Pit apparent in aerial photographs but has now been
ploughed out.
Series of linear earthworks.
Turnpike gated across Watling Street on 1815 map but
shifted to Kates Hill by 1826.
Location unknown
Field names and topography suggest a windmill stood here
but was replaced in 1750s by one to the northwest.
Numerous references made to this feature from at least
1512.

First mention in 1920.
Numerous documents refer to this from at least 1510.
A number of documents refer to this from 1586.
Numerous documents refer to this from at least 1647.
A number of documents refer to this from 1576.
Site described as saw mill and still used as timber yard.
Large pond shown at still survives.
Some of the features could have been rabbit buries and
therefore may relate the medieval rabbit warren in the
vicinity.
Erected in 1681 but may not have stood for long. Unknown
location.
The Chalgrave priests in 1612 held a dove house.
Built in 1734 in this vicinity.
Location unknown.
Possible Roman road from Icknield Street to Bedford.
1918 map includes step circles on Steps Hill.
Substantial east west ridge present in aerial photos of 1946.
On OS map 1901.
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9. GI Proposals/Action Plan [Map 6]
The following issues and actions were identified from the two Green Infrastructure
workshops held during early 2007. The numbers relate to the Green Infrastructure Plan
attached.

•

Housing Growth. The size of the anticipated housing growth and the uncertainty
over its location was a matter of great concern. The southern end of the parish is
actually included in the options for housing developments and together with the
proposed A5/M1 link road could severely affect the parish both directly and
indirectly. Actions:
o Ensure the landscaping associated with the new road protects views and
possible noise pollution from the new road. Explore woodland planting [4]

•

Ridge and Furrow Fields. These features with their associated hedgerows,
springs and wetlands are regionally important for the historic and wildlife heritage.
However they have no protection although some of them are in the Higher Level
Stewardship Scheme. Achieving some form of long term security for these features,
possibly but not necessarily in conjunction with public access, is a high priority
o Discuss possible solutions with landowners and managers. [1]

•

Ponds. There are three ponds in Wingfield and Tebworth, with one in the centre of
Tebworth known as the village pond, which has been managed by the local
community in the past. It dried up in late 2006 and was cause for great concern.
Great crested newts have been recorded from one of the ponds. [7]
o Survey ponds and produce guidance on appropriate management where
needed.
o Great Crested Newt evening session.
In late April to early May invite villagers to carry out a Great Crested Newt
Survey. Start off with a brief talk about Great Crested Newts then split into
two groups to look at the various ponds in the village.
o Bat walk with Bat detectors.
There was a lot if interest in a guided bat walk with detectors. It could be held
in May – June. It would be a good family event to involve children as well.

•

Heritage trail. There was considerable interest in the wealth of heritage features in
the Parish that were not as well known within the community as they might be. The
idea of using these features to support local facilities especially the two pubs was
discussed. Because of the remoteness of the Church from the main residential
areas they should be connected with a circular walk. [2]
o Design a circular route to incorporate both the historic and environmental
points of interest around the parish Discovering Chalgrave. Including
interpretation panel outside the church; include both the pubs in the route;
Include Old Lane in the route and interpretation about brickworks and gravel
pits.

•

Youth Involvement. The lack of involvement of young people in the workshops
was noted. Ways of involving them in activities were discussed:
o Attend their own workshop to decide if they think anything is missing from the
GI plan.
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o Either think of their own environmental project they would like to work on and
deliver i.e. create an adventure activity or ‘natural’ play area for other
children to use.
o Or help deliver any of the outputs already identified in the GI workshops for
example the interpretation along the heritage trail and carry out the research
into specific landmarks along the heritage trail.
•

Rights of Way issues. The line of the ancient Theedway should be conserved and
enhanced [3]. There are three dead end footpaths in the adjacent parish of Milton
Bryant 6; 7; and19. If this anomaly could be overcome it would provide further
valuable links to and from the Parish. [6]. The Lane is a much valued feature
although there are some problems with litter and fly tipping. Its future as a quiet lane
needs to be safeguarded. [5].
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A Chalk Arc Initiative Funded Project.
Consultation and document preparation
prepared by The Greensand Trust
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Biodiversity Recording and Monitoring Centre
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